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Great easy directions for making fun cakes and cupcakes. Make your own fancy looking designs

with simple instructions. Learn to make cakes for everyone in your family and they will look

sensational.
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Kids love to pick out a cake for their birthdays and my adult children take turns making cakes for

holidays. We have gotten a lot of use from this book.

I learned how to shape cakes with this book when I was young. When I was in college people would

ask me to do shape out sculpted cakes. I owe it all to this little book and my mom. I'm so glad I

found it online. If you don't like coconut you can use your imagination and use other ingredients for

the same effect.

I sent this to a friend who was looking for new cake designs for her bakery. So far she and her

daughter have made some for their display case and they sell pretty fast. My friend said she loves

the chart that tells her how much cake batter to make for each cake as well as the recipes for the

cake batter and the frostings.

This little book was a great buy. Many years ago when my kids were little, we had a similar book



and made many of the cakes for their birthdays. Then a neighbor borrowed it and moved away,

taking it with her. The new book really is in mint condition and has more cut up cakes than my

original one had. It arrived in a reasonable amount of time and was in the like-new condition the

seller advertised. (I don't think I'll lend this one out unless I'm sure the borrower isn't moving.)

I had this book since the early 70's and made all my kids birthday cakes from it. My daughter 'took' it

with her when she left home and it was lost when her apartment caught fire. I was thrilled to find it

again and it made the perfect birthday gift for her. Fun and easy to use.

I love these cut up cake books. My mother made these for my sisters and myself as we were

growing up. These cakes bring back a lot of memories and I know my grandchildren will love them

as much as we did.

This book was difficult to locate. It's filled with clear and simple instructions for making various

shaped cakes without the need for decorating tubes. I had it delivered at work and it received lots of

attention from coworkers - especially those with children.

I was looking for a cookbook that had instructions for making shape cakes. My mom had one that

she used to make birthday and other holiday cakes when I was a kid. I have a grandchild now and

wanted to make an airplane shape cake for his first birthday. This book had instructions for an

airplane. I also found many of the same shape cakes that my mom had made. I am so glad I found

this book. I gave this one to my daughter-in-law and will be buying another one for me. (Instead of

coconut I use colored frosting and sprinkles.)
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